Creating a Discussion Forum
Each course shell has a discussion board that is broken down into distinct forums. Forums can be thought of as key
topics, questions, dialogues, etc. that take place. Students and faculty can share their thoughts in a forum by making
their own separate threads to which others can reply. This document outlines the steps for creating a discussion forum
in your Blackboard.
1.

Log into Blackboard and click to enter the course where you would like to create a discussion forum.

2.

From the Control Panel of your course, click on Course Tools, then select Discussion Board.

3.

A list of the discussion boards will be presented. Click into the board to which you would like to add a forum.
Note: When a course is created it has only one discussion board. The name of the discussion board will match
the course ID.
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4.

On the Discussion Board page, press the Create Forum button.

5.

Enter a name and description for the forum. You can also set date and time restrictions for viewing the
discussion, if desired. Tip: If you plan on grading the forum, it is recommended that you begin the forum name
with an indication of the module, week or chapter number (e.g., Wk1 Discussion). This will help you identify the
forums easily in the Grade Center.
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6.

Customize the settings for the forum.
1. If you choose “Participants must create
a thread,” students will not be able to read
other posts in the forum until they post
one themselves.
2. If you select an option to grade the
discussions, a column will be created in the
Grade Center automatically.
3. Subscriptions allow you and your
students to receive an email notification
when new discussion responses are posted.
4. “Allow Anonymous Posts” and “Allow
Author to Delete Own Posts” are not
recommended. These disrupt the flow of
conversation and may cause complications
in grading.
5. If you choose “Force Moderation of
Posts,” you will have to read and approve
all posts before they appear on the
discussion board.
6. Post Tagging provides you with an easy
way to collect and sort posts.
7. Posts can be rated using a 5‐star
system.

7.

Press Submit when done setting up your forum.

8.

Students now have access to the forum from the Course Tools button in the course menu > Discussion Board.
Note: You now may also add a direct link to the forum in a content area or a folder. Click to enter the content
area / folder and hover over Tools > Discussion Board. Check off the “Select a Discussion Board Forum” option
and select the forum from the “Select a Discussion Board Forum” box. Click Next and to complete the process.
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